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Aircraftkiller

I can judge anyone's work I want to. You don't like that, and I can understand it. You've only
released one map and gave an excuse that it looks bad and plays bad because you didn't get paid
for it.

Um...in your world, perhaps. I can also judge your work by the same standard. I commented on
problems with Glacier_flying, you made the excuse that you didn't get time to fix it up before the
patch. Your comments on Gigantomachy were about the texturing. I said I wasn't going to fix it,
because I consider them to be minor errors, and I prefer not to release multiple versions of a map.
I didn't spend as much time on it as I do my commercial stuff, because I choose not to. Stop
twisting my words.

Quote:Well, guess what - I don't get paid for this either, yet my maps are better playing, and better
looking than your only map. So that's that tell you? Bullshitting isn't good for your health, that's
what.

Opinion again, not fact. Some of your maps look frankly awful. Some of them play badly too.
Maybe you should take some of your own anti-bullshit medicine? You are not the epitome of
Renegade playing - your opinion on whether a map plays well or not is no more valid than anyone
else's.

Quote:I never laid claim to my maps being perfect. If I did, I wouldn't take *my own time* and fix
major bugs and minor ones I identify in the process for people who complain anyways even if I do
fix them.

In which case, any judgement you make on someone else's map that has the same kind of errors
as yours, is totally hypocritical.

Quote:It all comes down to dedication -- you don't have it.

Dedication to what exactly? My job? Lots of dedication. My family? Lots there too. Renegade?
Aside from the servers I run, very little. It's a game - what is there to be dedicated to? I don't
proclaim myself to be the best Renegade mapper. I've made one Renegade map to date, because
I wanted to - not because I wanted anything out of it. 

You are the most prolific Renegade mapper. And what does that mean exactly? You're a big fish
in a very small pond. Enjoy it. Some people aren't interested in the attention.
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